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THE DESIGN
Each album is custom designed and you will be consulted every step of the 

process. I use an online program where you can virtually flip through your 

album, making comments and revisions page by page. 

My custom albums have a modern design using clean templates printed on 

fine art cotton matte paper using pigment-based inks for long-lasting 

archival quality. The layflat binding allows for seamless images spanning 

across a full spread. 

All of the cover materials are carefully selected, from a classic book cloth to 

rich full grain leather, you will find a cover option that speaks to you. 



THE COVERS

These timeless albums are crafted with 100% natural leathers and custom 

bound book cloth.. The distressed leathers are enhanced with a rugged 

quality while the colored leathers are supple and luxurious. 

The layered weaves of the book cloth highlight the craftsmanship and 

beauty of the albums.  These covers are also incredibly versatile. When 

paired with custom designed embossing, book cloth can range from 

casual to elegant. 



DEBOSSING
Bring extra life to the cover of your album by adding debossing.  After 

selecting your choice of leather or book cloth finalize your cover design 

with personalized names and dates. 
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Choose from a selection of gold, black, white, clear, or blind. We will 

work together to create a design you really fall in love with.

The possibilities are endless. 
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PRICING
Each album includes your cover choice of leather or book cloth with your 

names and wedding dates debossed on the front cover and spine. 

The pricing below includes a professional design with two full rounds of  

revisions and 60 pages printed with archival ink on fine art matte paper 

on invisible binding that allows for seamless images spanning across a full 

spread. 

10.5 X 14 INCH 
HANDMADE ALBUM

$1,750

9 X 12 INCH 
HANDMADE ALBUM

$1,500
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